
 

 

 

  

 

 

ALSA Conference: Law, Technology and Change 

 

Friday, 8 October 2021 (Webinar, via Zoom) 

 

The conference is jointly organized by the Asian Law Schools Association (ALSA), the Centre for AI 

& Data Governance of the Singapore Management University Yong Pung How School of Law1, and 

the National Yang Ming Chiao Tung University School of Law. 

 

As a consequence of the pandemic, the challenges at the intersection of law and technology are 

magnified. Remote working and distance learning have constituted significant parts of the new normal 

work/life. The adoption of artificial intelligence (AI) in certain areas, such as fintech and smart 

medicine, has brought unprecedented regulatory challenges. How will law regulate and enhance 

technological innovations so that present and future global crises may be better confronted? How should 

states respond when new technologies developed or used by multinational networks threaten 

democracy, rule of law, economics, or free press/media? What will be the impact on 

national/international laws as the world immerses itself in technological transformation? What place 

will law, legal service delivery, and due process have as the exigencies and potential of technology are 

emphasised in situations of global crises? What are the implications for mass data use and data 

sovereignty? How will legal education and the profession adapt to a rapidly technologizing market for 

legal services?  

  

The conference will be a multi-format event incorporating: 

- Panel sessions where papers are presented and commented on 

- Work in progress or recently published research presented for discussion 

- Workshop sessions on legal professionalism in a technologized age 

 

This is a call for papers (completed or work in progress). Proposals should contain an abstract, keywords, 

and are no longer than 500 words. The proposals can cover any research topics associated with law and 

change in the context of law, technology and digital transformation. 

 

In addition, this is a call for expressions of interest to organise a panel/workshop event, a poster, or an 

“author meets critic” session. 

 

Please submit proposals to researchlaw@smu.edu.sg by 15 August 2021.  

 

Additional questions can be directed to the organising committee at caidg@smu.edu.sg. 

 

 

 

ABOUT ALSA 

 

ALSA is a new Association of Asian law schools that was formally inaugurated on 15 January 2021. It 

comprises 22 founding members that are leading Asian law schools from China, India, Japan, Hong 

Kong, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand. ALSA aims to provide a 

platform for scholarly collaboration amongst Asian law schools. Membership will be enlarged 

progressively.  

 
1 This project is supported by the National Research Foundation, Singapore under its Emerging Areas Research 

Projects (EARP) Funding Initiative. Any opinions, findings and conclusions or recommendations expressed in 

this material are those of the author(s) and do not reflect the views of National Research Foundation, Singapore. 
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